The Science of Security

Cyber Threats have become a
major problem beyond geographical borders. With the increase of
advance and complex threats the
global landscape has changed
putting critical infrastructure, Governments, Corporations, Financial
Institutions, Telco’s, Industries and
defense networks worldwide at
great risk.
US-Council is a network security
organization based out of North
America. The mission of this organization is to ﬁght cybercrimes.
US-Council helps industries in
understanding the rapidly growing
security
threats
against
the
networks and to combat hackers.
US-Council also oﬀers consultancy
services in protecting critical Infrastructure around the world through
its partner network.

www.us-council.com

Cybercrime is rampant. The only way to protect the conﬁdentiality, integrity and privacy of your
organization is thorough education and awareness. US-Council oﬀers certiﬁcation courses
which will equip you with the skills to protect your organization's data and network from malicious intruders.
The tools and techniques that you will learn in our courses are not conﬁned to any particular
vendor or platform. Our aim is to train the cyber security expert of tomorrow who is equally at
ease in protecting the conventional or the latest cutting edge network.

Why US-Council?

Mission

Malicious hacking, Trojans, backdoor
and worm attacks on organizations lead
to a loss of billions of dollars every year.
Our certiﬁcate program gives you the
ability to secure yourself from such
attacks. To outwit hackers, become one!
Be secure!

Our mission is simple - to make the
cyber world a safer place. But the task is
enormous. To achieve this, we need to
spread awareness of how vulnerable it
can be on the World Wide Web without
proper protection. Secure or perish!

Our program is designed to be vendor
independent so that you are not tied
down to a single platform. And it is continuously being evaluated and updated
by our team of security experts. The
result - training programs which are
unmatched in content and eﬀectiveness.

Our courses are designed with one thing
in mind - to secure the network, data and
privacy of individuals and organizations
irrespective of the equipment and software they use and deploy.

 Check out our course oﬀerings and certiﬁcate programs at: www.us-council.com
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